Manifesto Fraterno
A statement of definite purpose and vision

Motivating Foresight
A sea of smiles on Many Faces in many places stretched across the globe

Mission Focus
WE MAKE FUN
We make Fun for a living. We Manufacture Fun. We Merchandise Fun. We Make Fun of you, We Make Fun of
ourselves, we make fun for nothing more than the sake of Fun. As one Makes Love, We Make Fun and We Make
Fun To Everyone.

Major Fundamentals
Mi Familia
We make family and Friends top priority. We are married Folk, Mentoring Fathers, Men of Faithfulness, Moral
Fiber and Fortitude. We Make Friends, We Mingle With Fans and we always Make Time For Family. All that we
do and all that we are is for the benefit of those we love. Without those we love, we are but half men. We
seek to honor our Wives, Children, Parents and communities, to make them proud.

Mystic Fraternity
We share a magnificent Friendship which serves as the Magic Formula for our Masterpiece Formulations. Our
Merged Forces, greater that the sum of our parts, creates a morphogenetic Field, the secret to our mighty
Force. We treat one another with respect, kindness and compassion while at the same time holding one
another to the highest of standards.

Melt Faces
We hold sacred the rites of the night. We will serve our audience to the best of our abilities Whether one or
one thousand. We Melt Faces, Murder Festivals, Mach Shau, Moisten Frauleins and Make Fridays for our Many
Fans. Our Musical Feats are Monstrous as Fuck.

Musical Freedom
We welcome any and all ideas. Wherever one member Fares, we shall Merrily Follow and Masterfully
Facilitate. We are an Imagination Factory. We are Malleable, Flexible and always Make it Fresh.

Maybe Forever
The music of Chuck Berry continues today to travel through space in the hopes of reaching alien civilizations.
It is possible that these alien civilizations could continue passing it on to even more alien civilizations, long
after humans are gone, ad infinitum, until the end of all time. Therefore, theoretically, when asked how long
a great song can really last, the answer is: Maybe Forever. We seek to leave a legacy of Musical Influence and
as monumental folk-heroes. We seek to Mend Fences, Meliorate Friendship and Make Terra Firma a better
Place than we found it. We aim to be memorialized Fondly as Magnificent Fellows of Musical Forte. As we
bring joy, so shall we find joy.

Many Feats & Many Feasts
A life well lived is one hero’s journey after another. We seek a life rich with experience, rife with adventure,
full of abundance and prosperity. We seek Fortune and Glory so that we may bestow these boons to our
families, our community and for the benefit of all. We know that we can Make Fun and Make a Fortune.

This is our divine Compass, Our Distant Shore, Our Guiding Star, Our Path To Bliss
Our Motto of Fealty towards a Meaningful Future
So say we, the Mighty Fellowship
of

Mother Fucking Ruckus

